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19th July 2013 
 

SUBMISSION TO BE CONSIDERED UNDER THE CURRENT NSW BAG & SIZE 
REVIEW. 
 
 
Subject: Spearfishing Floats/Flags & Boat Flags. 
 
 
WATCH OUT SWIMMERS ABOUT. 
 
NSW Spearfishers would like to see the following generally as already discussed. 
 
FISHERIES REGULATED.NSW. 
Personal floats/flags. 
1) it be made compulsory for all persons who enter the water to spear or film fish by free 
diving to protect themselves & boat operators by towing a personal float/flag. 
This to apply to all waters regardless of whether operating from shore or a boat. 
 
2) Personal floats must always be no further than 40mtrs from the diver & should be 
attached to the divers equipment or person with quick release. Divers should learn to 
shorten up towing cord to suit diving depths to maximise protection. 
The float must be a minimum of 5ltrs & coloured either bright red, yellow, orange or high 
vis yellow/green. The latter colour is to be recommended & be phased in over a 2 year 
period. 
 
3)Personal float flags are to be flown immediately above the personal float & must be of a 
semi rigid material in good condition coloured blue/white alpha configuration. Or it is 
recommended that a hi vis yellow/green black bordered flag be flown instead of the alpha. 
This flag to be phased in over a 2 year period. Divers may choose to fly both flags into & 
beyond the phase in period. The flags to be a minimum of 350mm long by 200mm high. 
 
4)We expect the new requirements to apply from 31/12/13 at latest. When phased in we 
expect all Spearfishers will use the hi vis y/g combo. 
 
MARITIME REGULATED NSW. 
Boat/Buoy Flags. 
1) In addition to the alpha flag required under the NSW application of Colregs we request 
the following mandatory or as a minimum recommended rules to be written in:- 
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2) Boats or deployed buoys operating with Spearfishers/Film fishers are to fly a semi rigid 
hi vis yellow/green black bordered flag of min 400by400mm immediately below the alpha 
flag. Height dimensions to comply with current regs. 
 
3) This additional flag to indicate. "WATCH OUT SWIMMERS ABOUT" and boat 
controllers should take particular care & keep further watch for swimmers protected by 
personal float/flags. 
 
FURTHER MARITIME REGULATED. Distances & Speed. 
1) Boats should reduce speed to max 10 knots when in SIGHT of boat flying the dual alpha 
over y/g flag and keep particular watch for persons/personal float/flags. 
Boats approaching within 100mtrs of flag flying boats should do so with extreme caution 
always watching for signs of persons in the water. 
 
2) Boats should keep 60mtrs clear of personal float/flags or persons seen in the water. 
If a boat needs to approach within 60mtrs it should do so at idle speed & where the surface 
swimmer associated with a personal float/flag dives or is not sighted boats should wait in 
neutral until the swimmer is visible before proceeding. Boat controllers where possible 
should also try to draw attention to the diver of their presence. 
 
3)As discussed with Ed & Neil we suggest that the maritime regs provide 3 columns 
headed, "Scuba,"" Spearfishers," "Other surface swimmers". If each requirement had a 
heading such as "WHEN OPERATING FROM A BOAT" then the specific requirements for 
each activity could be described in the columns set out below each heading for clarity. 
 
We hope we have adequately described the safety requirements we are seeking to protect 
the growing number of Spearfishers in NSW. Please feel free to comment & advise the 
next steps in the process. 
We would like the opportunity to attend any meeting where our requirements are being 
considered. 
 
 

 
	  
 

Best Regards 
 
Adrian Wayne 
Vice President USFA 
Phone: 0418 282 696 
Email:  adrianwayne@optusnet.com.au  

 
 
 


